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metrics, such as prescribing lower cost generic drugs.
An electronic health record is not required to participate at the group practice level. Advocate does have
a disease management registry, which tracks key indicators of chronic disease management and is accessible by all physicians. in addition, Advocate is beefing up its predictive analytics capabilities to help
identify patients at elevated risk for hospitalization.

in all, Advocate is spending some $25 million annually to support the ACo effort. “Care coordination
can have a big impact,” dr. sacks says.
Gary Baldwin is former editor of Chicago Medicine.
He now serves as editorial director of Health Data
Management, a monthly trade magazine covering information technology and related issues.

Anti-trust Conundrum
For the ACo model to work, Formerly independent orgAnizAtions suCh As
hospitals, physician groups, and medical suppliers will have to work in close unison, sharing information, coordinating referrals, agreeing to more cost-effective purchasing arrangements, and maintaining
tight integration of clinical services. Joint ventures will be the norm. But with consolidations and cooperation comes the specter of market dominance. thus, the government is relaxing earlier regulations
that sought to prevent health delivery monopolies and inappropriate practices that worked against
competition. “Anti-kickback laws evolved during the era of fee-for-service, and information sharing
was feared,” says health care attorney doug hastings, chair of epstein, Becker, & green, who spoke at
the health Care Financial management Association’s annual conference in late June. “now accountable
care organizations depend on information sharing. A rethink is going on.”
recognizing the need for more relaxed anti-trust laws, the department of Justice issued guidelines
in mid-April that highlight new policies that will apply to ACos. terrell isselhard, principal at Chuhak
& tecson, a Chicago-based health law firm, says the doJ is “caught in a box. it doesn’t want anyone
with such control over the patient base that they can dictate fees and drive costs even higher than what
(continues on page 17)
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they should be. But the doJ is willing to give
some leeway to ACos as long as they accomplish
what medicare wants.”
According to the doJ, an ACo will fall into a
“safe zone” of protected activity if its combined
share of the market is less than 30% of services
rendered within an area defined by the zip codes
of participating patients. ACos that fall into a 3050% market share will undergo a perfunctory
doJ review, isselhard says, while those over 50%
must do extensive reporting to qualify.
in a large metropolitan area like Chicago with
a large patient base, physician groups would
most likely fall into the safe zone, isselhard says.
the catch could come for physicians who join an
ACo that is launched by a health system that
would ultimately encompass a much larger base
of patients. “the ACo creates incentives for bigger health systems to continue to integrate
physicians,” isselhard says. “the hospital would
have to make sure it is not getting into a trick bag
with some violation.”
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